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AXIS Pendant Dome
Protect your Axis PTZ and PTZ dome network cameras
> IP66-rated
protection
> Indoor and outdoor
installation
> Operating
temperature down
to -40 ˚C (-40 ˚F)
> Several mounting
options

AXIS Pendant Dome provides Axis PTZ and PTZ dome network cameras with IP66-rated protection from dust and water. With its discreet design, the housing is well suited for installation in
various spaces, such as parks, parking lots and malls.
With fan-assisted heating, the housing enables the camera to operate in temperatures down to -40 ˚C (-40 ˚F),
making it suitable for outdoor environments as well as
indoor conditions that may be humid, cold or dusty.

The housing provides an internal protective passage for
cables. A variety of brackets makes it easy to install, for
example on ceilings and walls.
Compatibility with AXIS 214 PTZ Network Camera.

The AXIS Pendant Dome ships with a clear dome bubble
that can be replaced with a smoked version.

Technical Specifications - AXIS Pendant Dome
Models

AXIS Pendant Dome

Environment

Indoor/outdoor

AXIS 214 PTZ

Operating
conditions

Casing

Durable plastic, UV Protected, Distortion free, Polycarbonate
dome bubble

AXIS 214 PTZ: -40 ˚C to 38 ˚C (-40 ˚F to 100 ˚F)
Fan-assisted heater:
On: 4 ˚C (40 ˚F)
Off: 15 ˚C (60 ˚F)

Approvals

All included electrical components are UL approved, IP66

Power

Input:
110-120 60 Hz V AC
max: 0.4 A
Output:
max: 40 V AC
24 V AC
1.6 A

Dimensions

Height: 340 mm (13.4 in), Ø 261 mm (10.3 in)

Weight

5.0 kg (11 lb)

Optional
accessories

Smoked dome bubble, 24 V AC outdoor power supply

General
Supported
cameras

More information is available at www.axis.com

Dimensions

Power supply: PB24

340 mm (13.4 in)

Ø261 mm (10.3 in)

Ø190 mm (7. 5 in)

Mounts and Mounting adapters
1. Gooseneck wall mount
2. Parapet mount
3. Corner mount
4. Pole mount
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